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CHURCH SERVICES
All our regular services are temporarily suspended

During the ‘lockdown’ we are sharing our worship together on our
Facebook page The service times are

am each Sunday for a version of Morning Prayer
Active Space will be at . am on Sundays on a fortnightly basis
starting Sunday April then th and th May
Revd Neil will circulate a talk by YouTube / Facebook on Saturdays in
time to listen before Sunday

You Tube

see page for details of how to find us.

If you would like to give a donation, please send it to:
Debbie Jacques, Treasurer, Sage Close, Padgate WA UG
finance christchurchpadgate.co.uk

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
www.ccpadgate.co.uk
LIVERPOOL DIOCESE:
www.liverpool.anglican.org
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The Rector s
Bit!

May

At the end of last month’s article I
promised a ‘part-two’, a
continuation of what I’d been
talking about in April However that
was before everything changed for
all of us following the outbreak of
the Coronavirus As I write we are
now entering into the second
period of lockdown and in the light

I

Ed

of this I have decided to shelve the
‘follow on’ from last month and
focus on something closer to our
current situation
As a Church family we celebrated
Easter and have held Church
services in a variety of different
ways and in different formats We

fG a e

e

Prayers for Ascension and Pentecost
Church Home
Connecting with WhatsApp
Churchwardens’ Corner
Pete’s Piece
A Walk Through our Beautiful Graveyard
What Louise and her Dad Paul have been doing
Our Local ‘Lockdown Food Bank’ and Warrington Foodbank
Easter Bunny Bounce
Time and Chat Corner
Puzzle Page
Copy for the May edition to be with me by noon - Sunday
May please. Thanks to all who have contributed to or distributed this
issue.
Sue Robinson - Editor
Tel:
E-mail: grapevine christchurchpadgate.co.uk
I will endeavour to acknowledge promptly all e-mailed copy. If you don t receive
a reply, please contact me to confirm receipt.
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have had to adapt how we live out
our faith in the light of the
restrictions and guidelines we
currently find ourselves under This
has raised some questions for me
and I suppose for all of us amid
the difficulties we face So here
they are As we cannot meet
together and do all the things we
would normally do has my spiritual
journey expanded or has it
diminished? Have I found myself
discovering God in new ways or has
God seemingly
disappeared off the radar
of my life? Has my life of
prayer reading of
scripture and learning
grown and developed or
declined? Of course I can
answer these things for
myself but what about you? How
are you getting on?
In the light of these questions I
would like to commend a couple of
books for you to have a look for
A Generous Orthodoxy by Brian
McClaren and Velvet Elvis by Rob
Bell Both are published by
Zondervan
In A Generous Orthodoxy Brian
McClaren looks at the different
traditions within the Christian faith
4

and at the positives each one offers
- what we can learn from them in
developing our own faith and
having a broader vision of God in
our lives

Rob Bell’s Velvet Elvis begins with a
chapter called ‘Jump ’ where he
describes playing on the family
trampoline with his boys and
realises that this is an amazing
metaphor for our faith in God The
rest of the book builds on this
Both are very readable
while gently challenging
Both light up ways of
adapting and changing our
at times rigid views of God
and faith
Life has changed dramatically for all
of us at present People talk about
“when we get back to normal , or
will there be a ‘new normal’ from
now on? Our faith is not something
that is exempt from this in fact
from the moment we call ourselves
Christian Jesus challenges us to be
a changed person
As ever keep safe stay well and
please pray for those most affected
and involved in all of this
Neil Shaw
Team Rector
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Our new ‘virtual’ service times for
us to join on Facebook are
am each Sunday for Morning
Prayer.
Active Space will be at . am
on Sundays every fortnight - th
and th May .
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Neil will record a talk every
Saturday to link with the Sunday
Service These can be found on
Youtube - just search for Christ
Church Padgate.
See also page
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Last month Grapevine left our
printers - Sharon Press just as we
were ‘locked down’. Of the
copies printed only about twenty
could be distributed Our aim is to
circulate the remainder with our
next printed edition….whenever
that is

e

have an address for If you want to
be added to our email list please
email me at
grapevine christchurchpadgate.co.uk

In addition the Friends of Padgate
Library have been kind enough to
email copies to their membership
We think we are managing to reach
about
households compared
Meanwhile Grapevine is being
with the
printed copies so if
circulated electronically as a PDF
file It can be found on our church you can forward this to anyone
who may be missing out we would
website www.ccpadgate.co.uk
be very grateful
and our Facebook page Christ
Sue Robinson
Church Padgate We are also
Editor
emailing copies to all those that we
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Unsurprisingly the Borough Council
have decided that Warrington
Walking Day should not go ahead
this year and Churches Together in
East Warrington have also decided
that Padgate Walking Day should
5

be cancelled

Cllr Diana Friend says that Walking
Day should hopefully be bigger and
better next year.
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Ascension
O God we give you thanks that your Son Jesus Christ
who has shared our earthly life has now ascended to
prepare our heavenly life Grant that through coming
to know Him by faith on earth we may come to know
Him by sight in heaven
Pentecost
We beseech you O Lord to ignite our souls with love
faith and hope by the fire of your Holy Spirit And may
the wind of your Spirit so inspire our minds that we may
proclaim your gospel to others in words which they can
understand

from the Gelasian Sacramentary c.
AD . This is the
oldest official prayer book of the Western Church.

If you have any favourite prayers, poems or reflections that you would
like to share perhaps your own please let me know .
SR
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st May - Whit Sunday

rushing wind’. Tongues of flame
flickered on their heads and they
The first Pentecost took place on
began to praise God in many
the well-established Jewish festival languages to the astonishment of
of Firstfruits which was observed at those who heard them That
the beginning of the wheat harvest morning the Church was born The
It was seven weeks after the
Christians were suddenly full of life
resurrection of Jesus or fifty days
and power utterly different from
including Easter Day
their former fearful selves The
change in them was permanent
A feast day to celebrate the
country’s wheat harvest does not
Peter gave the first ever sermon of
sound exactly world-changing but the Christian Church that morning
that year it became one of the
proclaiming Jesus was the Messiah
most important days in world
His boldness in the face of possible
history For Pentecost was the day death was in marked contrast to
that the risen and ascended Jesus
the same man who had denied
sent the Holy Spirit - the day the
Jesus fifty-two days before And
Church was born Jesus had told His that day
people responded
disciples that something big was
were converted and were baptised
going to happen and that they
were to wait for it in Jerusalem
From Parish Pump
instead of returning to Galilee He
had plans for His disciples but He
knew they could not do the work
themselves They would need His
help

And so they waited in Jerusalem
praying together with His other
followers for many days And then
on that fateful morning there was
suddenly the sound ‘as of a mighty
7
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We acknowledge the following donations with thanks:
In celebration of Jean Jones’

th Birthday from family and friends

Mr and Mrs Stratford
Sunday Morning Coffee
If you would like to ensure that your acknowledgement appears promptly
in the next issue of Grapevine, please contact the Editor
before
the deadline given on page .

Church @ Home

We have thoroughly enjoyed Neil
and Philippa’s Facebook Live
services and are so grateful for all
the hard work that has gone into
them We also enjoy them at
home…drinking a coffee…with the
heating on…on a very comfortable
recliner sofa…with the cat!

to Church but there have certainly
been some benefits to Church
Home To prepare I always light
some candles and listen to worship
songs for around thirty minutes
before as we would usually do in
Church I havefound that it helps
me to get into the right ‘headspace’
and just calm everything down a
Obviously I cannot wait to get back little
8

Philippa read the story of the
First Easter Day - on Facebook.

I particularly enjoyed the Stations of
the Cross Service that took place in
Holy Week where Neil and Philippa
guided us through Jesus’ journey to
the Cross with bible readings along
with some beautiful pictures that
were taken in Malta It was a
fantastic part of Holy Week and
really brought the journey that
Jesus had taken to life

The Virus continues,
Determined to destroy.
God stands firmer
He’s ready to spread Joy.
Stay at home! Save lives!
The Prime Minister says
As we all listen scared
Having to take it in stride.

Key workers, carry on Your Country needs you;
On Good Friday we joined to watch In thick and thin you’re there
both services the Last Hour at The Tto see us through.
Cross and Active-Space The Last
Essentials only,
Hour at the Cross allowed us time
No parties, no weddings,
to reflect and meditate on how
The world grows lonely
Jesus and those other people
More than ever before.
around him may have been feeling Keep calm, carry on and the torture that he went
We’re British after all through During Active Space we
It was worse than this
were able to do a craft activity and Back in the War.
listen to Philippa’s next edition to
A message of Hope
the Easter Story Neil had a very
On Easter Day:
clever way of making a cross where Christ is Risen, Alleluia
we could all write what we wanted “This will be over soon” they say.
to say sorry to God for and what
we are grateful for
Louise Appleby
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FUNERALS
Our sympathy and prayers are with the family of:
March

Joyce Aspden
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I hope you are
keeping as well as
possible during
these trying times
I’m sure many of us
are finding this a
difficult period for a
variety of reasons
and are feeling the effects of the
concerns it raises in different ways

c Fa
Insurances pensions also upkeep
and maintenance of Clergy housing
and ongoing training of new
Ministers Philippa’s ordination
training continues along with others
in our Diocese

As we are unable to meet together
on a Sunday or Wednesday this
means that those who would
normally commit their giving
The same is also true for us as a
through the envelope scheme or
Church and one area which
give by cash donations on the
presents particular problems in our collection plate are currently not
financial situation Even though at able to do so There is therefore a
this present time we are unable to gap in our finances which affects
come together for worship we still our ability to pay the above
have financial commitments to
meet for instance utility and
With all of this in mind I am writing
insurance costs on our building
this to make a request to you all
plus of course our Parish Share
would you be willing to consider
This is the money we commit to our making your donations via direct
Warrington Deanery to pay for
debit standing order or even a oneClergy stipends wages National
off payment online? Details of the
10

account are found below This may
not be possible for everyone and so
as a last resort please consider
sending gifts by cheque to the
above address made payable to
‘Christ Church PCC ’ As you can
appreciate with Coronavirus there
are concerns about paper products
carrying the virus so as I say this
should be an absolute last resort
I also want to acknowledge that
some of you may have financial
concerns of your own at this time
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Barclays Bank Account:
Christ Church Padgate PCC
Sort Code: - Account No.

ee

Each week Neil circulates a copy of
a service sheet for the following
Sunday for those who may not be
on Facebook and unable to join us
in the live videoed service This

F

but I would truly appreciate it if
you could consider your giving to
the ongoing work of God in our
Parish
Every blessing
Revd Neil Shaw
Christ Church Padgate
Team Rector

eC

sheet is emailed as widely as we
can through different routes but if
it doesn’t reach you please contact
Jill Perfect on
and let her
know your email add e .

c Ca e da f

On May we remember
John Calvin He was born in
north-east France in
In his twenties while living
in Geneva he experienced
a personal conversion to
Christianity Though not
entirely successful in his
attempts to enforce the moral
standards of Christianity on the

Ma

citizens he was
responsible for improving
their standard of life in
many practical ways His
writings especially his
work on Protestant
theology have widely
influenced the Church
throughout Europe especially in
England and Scotland
11
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From Mike Roberts, Church of the Ascension, Woolston
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WhatsApp

When the
Fellowship Group
started and it was
decided to meet
at different
houses a
WhatsApp group was set up for
everyone in the group Through
this we were able to let people
know where we would be meeting
give our apologies if we were not
able to come and also ask for
prayer between meetings Since
the lockdown this group has been
a great way to keep in touch and to
share

a prayer walk I have my phone in a
pocket and listen out for any pings
that tell me there is someone with
something to share - often asking
for prayer for someone who is ill
WhatsApp is a brilliant way to
share and to feel connected This is
a very difficult time but it is also a
time of possibilities to find
different ways of being with God
and sharing what we are learning
with others
Val McIntosh

Mind you not everything we post
has great spiritual depth but God
has a sense of humour so we often
share posts that make us chuckle or
laugh out loud We have also used
it to ask for prayers for different
people and situations It has been
a wonderful way to keep in touch
Another WhatsApp group was
started for anyone connected with
church and this again has helped
us to keep in touch
As part of my exercise regime I
Our churchwarden is not letting
have been walking round the
garden Usually my morning walk is people into church just now
13
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Well currently
most of us are
experiencing
‘Lockdown’! One
of the knock-on
effects of this is
that the Archdeacon’s Visits have
been postponed and Laura and
David will therefore continue as
Churchwardens until January
unless the postponed visit take
place sooner
The Lockdown also gives us the
opportunity to re-evaluate our
lives Time to think particularly
about the things that we may have
taken for granted Seeing friends
and family whenever you wanted
to Visiting favourite places - or new
ones for that matter
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One thing that David has noticed is
how many more selfless people
there are about than he had
realised Neighbours and even
strangers going out of their way to
help Government restrictions
permitting all kinds of people
Getting in shopping for them or
even just contacting them for a
chat Companies who have not only
donated food and other goods but
have also assisted in the
distribution
Clearly we must also recognise the
selfless actions of carers in all areas
whether that be those working for
the NHS - Doctors Nurses
Cleaners Cooks whatever their
role is - and who are daily putting
their lives at risk All the carers in

the nursing homes drivers
looking towards the boiler house It
delivering food medicine or other is from a few years ago but the
essential items the workers
watercolour depicts the Bluebells
employed in the supermarkets etc - and Cow Parsley that will be in
where would be without them
evidence over the next few weeks
It’s also given David the opportunity Well as they say ‘the paint’s
to do some of the things that he
drying’. Wishing you all the best
enjoys doing and in particular
and above all keep safe
painting and drawing Here are two
of his pictures of our church One is
David Magrath, Laura Lawrence
a simple pen drawing of the Church
Churchwardens
and the Garden of Remembrance
and the other is a view from the
gate from the church driveway
15
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Our reaction to the current
pandemic is an echo of events in
the Derbyshire village of Eyam
pronounced eem during the Black
Death of
and
Many of our English
villages have emptied
over the years as
people have moved
into the towns Eyam
however still has a
vibrant community of
about a thousand
inhabitants

in the village George had died and
others in the household followed
As the disease spread rapidly
through the village whole
households were devastated within
days Between
September and
December
forty
-two villagers died
and by the following
spring many were on
the verge of fleeing
their homes to save
themselves

At this point the
During
and
rector William
the Black Death
Mompesson
overwhelmed most of
together with the
the known world The
Puritan Minister
plague did not reach the isolated
Thomas Stanley encouraged the
villages of the Peak District until an villagers to self-quarantine by
Eyam tailor ordered a bale of cloth cutting Eyam off from the outside
from London where the Black
world The rector told the villagers
Death was already responsible for that the Earl of Devonshire who
thousands of deaths George
lived in nearby Chatsworth had
Viccers the tailor’s assistant
offered to send food and supplies if
opened the cloth and hung it near the people agreed to be
the hearth to dry unwittingly
quarantined
stirring disease-ridden fleas in the
parcel
By agreeing to this the villagers had
effectively chosen death Despite
Within a week of the cloth’s arrival this hardly anyone broke the
16

cordon even those who were
reluctant to stay saw it through No
one entered or left the village for
fourteen months August
saw
the highest number of casualties
with a peak of five or six deaths a
day One surprising survivor was
the villager’s unofficial grave digger
Marshall Howe who was infected
during the early stages of the
outbreak but survived and buried
hundreds of victims

helping our neighbours as best we
can and they are helping us

This reminds me of a story of the
early church in the book of Acts we
read all the believers were one in
heart and mind. No one claimed
that any of their possessions were
their own, but they shared
everything they had….. And God’s
grace was so powerfully at work in
them all……… There was no needy
person among them. For from time
I once used the story of this ‘Plague those who owned land or houses
village’ as a starting point for my
sold them, brought the money from
students in developing a music and the sales and put it at the apostles’
drama production One girl played feet, and it was distributed to
the part of a flea She made a
anyone who had need. Acts v
wonderful costume and wrote a
v
script for herself in pure
Shakespeare style!
Thinking about it my own faith isn’t
as strong as the faith of those
It was a relatively easy undertaking who lived in Eyam! They all
for me to research the story of
deliberately put their lives in danger
Eyam and to use it as an inspiration to save others living in nearby
for my pupils to create their own
villages whereas I’m simply hiding
perfomances It was no problem to from the virus And my faith is
study what had happened all those nowhere near that of the Early
years ago in the Peak District but
Christians! We read that “God’s
now I find we’re all now part our
grace was at work in everybody
own plague story at some time in How wonderful it would be if God’s
the future there may be students
grace was powerfully at work in
reading about you and me too!
me! Perhaps I need to pray and ask
Many of us are self-isolating to
Him!
keep safe from covid We are
Peter Waterfield
17
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During this strange time in our lives anyone who could use them We
we are becoming increasingly
are very pleased to get the tree
thrilled when we can see signs of
down before it was blown over in a
new life appearing
In the graveyard there is lots of new
life and changes to report on
Thanks must go to Jackie Johnson
and Diana Friend for tirelessly
liaising with United Utilities about
how the north boundary of the
woodland areas was left following
last year’s burst pipe UU have now
put in some new fencing on the
corner of Station Road and the path
to the field

gale
Thank you to David Stephen and
Neil who moved many of the
smaller branches on our ‘social
distancing clear up morning’ before

A large hollow tree has been
felled in the woodland leaving us
with lots of logs if you know
18

grave but not
whose grave it was
We have now
managed to
unearth a small
gravestone which
states it was
Francis and
Dorothy Cowley
who both died in
the
s Further
research has shown they had a
daughter Dorothy and we wonder if

the ‘lock down’
When you are able to visit the
graveyard again I’m sure you will
notice that the tree covered in ivy
on the right of main path in
graveyard has been felled
We always knew that the tree was
actually growing in someone s

she planted the tree?

Thanks must go to Sam and
Barbara Sheldon who have worked
hard on reviving the area at the end
of the memorial garden The edging
is made from cobbles found from
19

Jacky has also worked hard at
raising our group with the Coop
Here she is receiving a cheque for
which will probably be needed
to get the path done
We are delighted
we are managing
to make progress
on our plans for
the graveyard
and are very
the
grateful for the
garden when it was dug over These donations and
are from the Sextons’s Cottage
awards we have
which was in this part of the
received
graveyard
It is almost time for the forget-meWe are
nots to make a blue blanket in the
hoping as
entrance to the woodland
soon as life
Graveyard They look absolutely
returns to
beautiful and I think are a poignant
normal to
reminder of our loved ones in the
begin work
graveyard
on the path
Ruth Waterfield
from new
the car
park to the
main path
We have received the Faculty
agreement and are very thankful to
Cheshire Community Foundation
for awarding us
towards this
The Bromwich family have made
two donations in memory of their
parents too
20

The People Stayed Home
And they read books and listened and rested and exercised and made
art and played games and learned new ways of being and were still
And they listened more deeply Some meditated some prayed some
danced Some met their shadows And the people began to think
differently
And the people healed
And in the absence of people living in ignorant dangerous mindless and
heartless ways the earth began to heal
And when the danger passed and the people joined together again they
grieved their losses and made new choices and dreamed new images
and created new ways to live and heal the earth fully as they had been
healed
Kitty O’Meara
From The Association of Church Editors
Kitty O’Meara is a retired Irish American teacher. Her poem first appeared
on Facebook in March and has since ‘gone viral’.
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Over the past few
weeks Dad and I have
regularly gone on
walks to our local park
‘Parkfields’. Dad and
I would not usually go
on walks together so
this time has been a
bonus for us I started
to make some
‘Lockdown Diaries’
where I video part of
our time together We
did this because we

g…
wanted to remember
these times in years to
come and how we
were feeling We
share these with our
friends on Facebook
and they have been
quite popular!

Fortunately because
the business that I
work for is all online based I have been
able to continue
21

working full-time As you’ll know I
still live at home so I have had to
turn our living room into a makeshift office with my new ‘Team
Members’ Mum and Dad! In
Manchester we had a very lively
office where we are all one large
dysfunctional family so I am
missing everybody a lot However
we still have video meetings every
morning Quiz night on Friday and a
very active WhatsApp group Dad
won my ‘Star of the Week’ award
recently for all of his hard work
providing caffeine and other
refreshments He was ‘delighted’
with his certificate! And Mum feels
like we have new lodgers with the
amount of time one of our directors
spends in the house via video link !

Church family and I am extremely
grateful for WhatsApp during this
time

The Cat has also been enjoying
lockdown

A Hero stands tall
with his walking frame to hand
laps, Fundrasising
Arise, Sir Tom Moore
Thanks to Technology a group of us Get together on Thursdays
at Church have also been able to
Meters Apart!
stay in contact We made a Christ
Applaud the NHS,
Church WhatsApp group We talk
Britain’s beating heart
about anything and everything
‘Lock down is over’
share ideas on how to keep children The new normal commences
busy mention when we would like We go back to the world
the group to pray for someone
It feels tremendous
share music many thanks Pete he We love the community
shares some incredible
We go back to family
arrangements and generally chat
Pray for the world
so that we can all stay in contact
Pray for immunity
with each other It’s so wonderful
for us to stay in contact with our
Louise Appleby
22
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Many thanks to my friends at
Church for your cards and phone
calls on my th birthday on
April
I had a happy day in lockdown
sitting in the garden with my family
visiting in turn and keeping two
metres apart! No hugs
unfortunately but we will make up
for it at some future date
Joyce Bradbury
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We hope that you
are all OK and
keeping in touch
with each other! If
there is anything
you need please
contact us and we will see what we
can do to help Sandra
Beverley
These are difficult times but we

know that we have a God who loves
us and who is able to do more than
we can ask or imagine
Isaiah
Do not fear for I am
with you. Do not be afraid for I am
your God. I will strengthen you, I
will help you. I will uphold you with
my victorious right hand
Sandra Bryers and Beverley Fearn

23
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Do you know someone who needs support during the Lockdown? Or do
you need something yourself? Or can you can donate goods or
volunteer?
The Parish Council has set up a ‘Food Bank’ based at The Station House
formerly the Stocks as described below…

Poulton-with-Fearnhead Parish Council
Food parcels delivered to your door
discretion assured
If you, or anyone you know, needs a food parcel delivery
within Poulton North and South area
Bruche, Cinnamon Brow, Fearnhead, Longbarn, Padgate
Please call either
Cllr Graham Friend on
or
Cllr Sue Emery on

,

Can you make a donation of food?
groceries tinned food vegetables toiletries household cleaners
etc ?
We can either collect it from your home address
please telephone one of the numbers above to arrange
or you can bring it to the “Food Bank at
The Station House, Station Road South, WA QS
on
Monday, Wednesday or Friday between am and pm.
24

Warrington Foodbank
You may know that
Christ Church for many
years now has
collected grocery
donations to forward to
Warrington Foodbank
Last month their
volunteers collected all remaining
donations from church just before
we went into ‘lockdown’ so that
route for donation is now
temporarily closed
The Foodbank are grateful for all
the fresh food that they have
received from cafes restaurants
coffee shops and pubs to help
those who are in need hardship or

poverty However they
have had to strictly
enforce the voucher
system to safeguard
their food stock as
collection points such as
Christ Church are now
closed and household shopping
difficulties have also
understandably slowed donations
I believe that Warrington Foodbank
donation trolleys are still at Asda
and Tesco If you are able to please
do consider donating
Thank you
Anne Murray

Room at the Inn
Diana Friend has given us the latest have been offered accommodation
information she has on how the
and are being signposted to
Room at the Inn RATI team are
Travelodge
managing the ‘lockdown’.
The accommodation is over three
The Y Project daytime service has
floors
rooms per floor Not all
been suspended and the staff have rooms are being used as two are
been advised not to answer the
retained on the ground floor as a
doors of the premises to people
RATI office and one as a store
calling for the usual Y Project
room There is no kitchen provision
daytime services But I have been
at the Travelodge and cooking and
reassured by Council officers that
delivering meals is still taking place
all homeless people in the town
from RATI premises
25

There are obviously logistical
challenges and many matters to be
sorted and coordinated but the
Council have been very good The
issues are being prioritised and
phased within prescribed
timescales Negotiations with the
Council continue regarding what
they will fund up front and what the
RATI Trustees can invoice them for
RATI funds are always precarious
and fund raising a constant need

single room facilities They now
have a duty follow public health
guidance and self-isolation - just
like the rest of us Long-term issues
of rough sleepers rehousing the
vulnerable and dealing with their
many challenges is work for
another time
Our grateful thanks and prayers
must go to the staff and volunteers
who are now delivering at this point
of need
Diana Friend

It is so important to get vulnerable
people off the streets Anyone who
is a rough sleeper now has access to
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When we heard about the Roberts
family from Padgate Methodist
Church fundraising for St Rocco’s,
we asked Jane to tell Grapevine
more.

B

ce

an integral part of my childhood
and now my children are learning
through the Roc-On Project how
this place can provide comfort and
support to patients and their
families This is provided in a
St Rocco s Hospice is a name that
number of different ways via The
every person in Warrington
Vitality Centre day care activities
recognises due to the wonderful
inpatient unit complementary
job they do in providing care to
therapies Rocco s on your
residents with life-limiting illnesses doorstep counselling services
As a family we have supported the outpatient clinics St Rocco s choir
work of the hospice since its
and Hospice at Home
inception and watched as it has
grown into a leading provider of
Recently I have found myself
palliative care The fundraising was working closely with hospice staff
26

and felt very well
supported whilst
working on the
inpatient unit as a
Return to Practice
nursing student
twelve months
ago I now liaise
with hospice
services regularly
as part of the
District Nursing
team in East
Warrington It is
this close contact
and first hand
experience of the
valuable and most
importantly
compassionate care provided by
the hospice that has made us want
to contribute in some way to their
recently launched Emergency
Appeal

Appeal see www stroccos org uk
appeal

I know that our community is
compassionate and generous so
wanted to highlight this appeal in
Like many charities and
the hope that some of you may feel
organisations St Rocco s is facing a able to donate in some way We
financial crisis due to the Covidfind ourselves in a unique position
pandemic They have had to close
at the moment where our usual
all of their charity shops and cancel activities are not taking place and
several large fundraising events
alongside that our usual
planned for later in the year with
expenditure may be less Perhaps
the shortfall estimated to be
you visit Costa or Starbuck s
million This is the basis for the
everyday or have you hair done
launch of their Emergency
each week Then there are weekly
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meals out or monthly nail
appointments Children s activities
are cancelled and gym
memberships suspended Please
consider donating what you usually
spend on these items to St Rocco s
Emergency Appeal and help them
reach their target!

lot of time on the trampoline since
school closed so we pledged to do
trampoline bounces per person
per day up to Easter Sunday This
works out at
bounces in total
as there are six of us in the house!
The total raised now stands at
which is amazing and far
surpasses what we expected We
As a family we wanted to
have been overwhelmed by the
contribute to this appeal in some
generosity of people
small way so have decided to join in
Jane Roberts
with their sponsored Easter Bunny
Padgate Methodist Church
Hop - but we added our own twist! Please do support St. Rocco s if you
Lily Annie and Joseph have spent a can - www.stroccos.org.uk/appeal
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We are currently waiting for formal
permission to replace our heating
system so that we can attend
services and events in the winter
months at Christ Church in more
comfort You will know that we
have had many problems with the
heating system over the last few
years and how cold it can be when
it is not operating properly
But did you know that the
congregation at Christ Church
nearly
years ago was also
preoccupied with heating or lack of
it?

a

e

on attendances both adults and
Sunday School children at all
services on the Census Sunday
March
and also on average
attendances if significantly
different In addition the forms
asked for the date of consecration
of churches built since
and
figures for the costs of construction
endowments and seating capacity
There was also a space where
respondents could add remarks
The form for Christ Church was
completed by Revd Charles
Bedford the incumbent and his
remarks sometimes still ring true

‘The Church is wretchedly cold, with poor thin walls and the people
don’t like it’
In
a Religious Census was
carried out of all identified places of
worship including Nonconformist
and Catholic chapels and Jewish
synagogues as well as Church of
England churches The Church of
England returns were normally
completed by the incumbent or a
curate Information was requested
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today
The congregation had to wait
another years for a heating
system to be installed!
You may also be interested to know
that attendance at Christ Church on
March
was at the
morning service and at the
afternoon service

At least Charles Bedford actually
provided the requested
information unlike the incumbent
of St Elphin’s who according to the
Registrar ‘positively refused to do
so at the same time saying he
should like to know who had any

right to ask the question’!
So don’t forget all those poor cold
members of former congregations
at Christ Church when we
eventually get our new heating
system!
Jill Perfect

TIME
Another dawning another day
I wonder what I will be doing
today?
Ignore all the dusting the washing
the mopping I have to find time for
the weekly shopping
But what comes next?
The social media text?
My knitting is finished
The jigsaw too
Why do people phone when I visit
the loo!

Time to sit
Time to knit
Time for pampering too
Can I write a rhyme?
Just give me the time
And I will send it along to you Sue!

Don has
started
drawing
And I am
trying hoeing
The results
are good
but I wonder
if I should
take lessons in
maintenance
gardening?

Barbara Binks
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A new Chat Corner to keep us in touch with each other and the small
things in life that we might share over a cuppa. Please do continue to let
me have snippets from your life under lockdown.
Here are my contributions.

A Cross in the Window
Did you see the video clip on the Manchester
Diocese news letter that Neil circulated? It
showed us how to ‘fold’ a cross from two strips
of paper just like our normal Palm Sunday
crosses that we would be given in church
It took a couple of attempts but it was quite
easy The video told a story about the
relationship between Jesus and Peter and I
found myself replaying it in my head as I folded
Sue Robinson
A Robin for the Robinsons
At the back of our shed where no-one ever goes except the spiders who
lurk there we have just discovered a robin has made a nest in a plant
pot It is now hatching five
eggs
We can only observe from
a distance It’s a good job
that we don’t need to
retrieve anymore pots
If you look closely you can
see the robin’s head and
eye
Sue and Richard Robinson
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Parental excuses
school He has very loose vowels
These are actual ‘excuse notes’
from parents excusing their children Please excuse Tommy for being
from missing school including the absent yesterday He had diarrhea
original spelling :
and his boots leak
My son is under a doctor s care
and should not take P E today
Please execute him

Irving was absent yesterday
because he missed his bust
Please excuse Jimmy for being It
was his father s fault

Please excuse Lisa for being
absent She was sick and I had her
shot
Dear School Please ekscuse John
being absent on Jan
and also

I kept Billie home because she
had to go Christmas shopping
because I don t know what size she
wear

Please excuse Jennifer for missing
Please excuse Roland from P E
school yesterday We forgot to get
for a few days Yesterday he fell out the Sunday paper off the porch and
of a tree and misplaced his hip
when we found it Monday we
thought it was Sunday
John has been absent because he
had two teeth taken out of his face
Sally won t be in school a week
from Friday We have to attend her
Megan could not come to school funeral
today because she has been
bothered by very close veins
Please excuse Jason for being
absent yesterday He had a cold and
Chris will not be in school cus he could not breed well
has an acre in his side
Please excuse Ray Friday from
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Why Jesus walked on water
A tourist planning a trip to the Holy
Land was aghast when he found it
would cost
an hour to rent a
boat on the Sea of Galilee
Goodness he objected to the
travel agent “In England it would
not have been more than

Good view
At his wife’s insistence a man
purchased a home on a hilltop in a
very exclusive section of the
community “I’ll bet there is quite a
view from way up there said his
friend enviously
“Yes replied the homeowner in a
That might be true said the travel resigned manner “On a clear day
agent but you have to take into
you can see the bank that holds the
account that the Sea of Galilee is
mortgage
water on which our Lord Himself
walked
Good and kind
The retiring sidesman was
Well at
an hour for a boat
instructing his youthful successor in
said the tourist “it s no wonder He his Sunday morning duties “And
walked
remember my boy he said “that
we have nothing but good kind
Lesson
Christians in this church until you
All of us could take a lesson from
try to put someone else in their
the weather It pays no attention to pew
criticism
Worth remembering.
Baby sitting
A man felt he was overloaded in the
We encouraged our -year-old
‘troubleshooting department’ of his
daughter to find a job to help pay
office until he found this memo on
for her college education One day his desk “Be thankful for the
she came home with five
problems for if they were less
applications and later that evening difficult someone with less ability
we read them Under ‘Previous
would have your job
Employment’, she listed ‘Baby
sitting’. And under ‘Reason for
Water
Leaving’ she wrote ‘They came
The Bishop was coming to speak at
home’.
Deanery Synod and everything that
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could be done to make the evening
a success had been done There
were fresh flowers on the table
and coffee and cakes prepared
When the Bishop arrived however
he was in a crabby frame of mind
Looking around he beckoned a
nervous vicar over “I would like to
have a glass of water in front of me

T
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on the table if you please he said
“To drink? was the vicar’s idiotic
question
“Oh no was the sarcastic reply
“When I’ve been speaking half an
hour about parish shares I do a
high dive
From Parish Pump

e

Do you sometimes get pestered by
unwanted telephone calls from
people who want to either sell you
something or get you to take part in
a survey? If you see a number on
your phone you don’t recognise try
answering the phone with “Hello
thanks for ringing You’re on the air
now! Most of them will hang up

Two friends were discussing the
vicar s sermon on tithing Times
are difficult said one but it
seems an important subject and I
suppose we should follow what he
said His friend commented I
wonder though how far you can
take this tithing business For
instance in this time of shortages if

I managed to buy thirty toilet rolls
would I be expected to give three to
the church?
This is a translation of a poster
found in a church in France
When you enter this church it may
be possible that you hear the call of
God However it is unlikely that He
will call you on your mobile Thank
you for turning off your phones If
you want to talk to God enter
choose a quiet place and talk to
Him If you want to see Him send
Him a text while driving away
From the Association for Church
Editors

Tears shed for self can be tears of weakness but tears shed for others
are a sign of strength Billy Graham
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Every week we include in our prayers those living in different
streets in our parish
In May please pray for those living in:
May

Hazel Grove

Northdale Road

Thorn Road

May

Southdale Road

Cedar Grove

Pine Grove

May

Westdale Road

Eastdale Road

May

Birchdale Road

Holly Grove

May

Kenilworth Drive

Springfield Avenue
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Thank you again to Janet Blaydon who has written these puzzles for us.
DINGBATS
.TIMING TIM ING
. KISS
M
A
K
E
QUICK
DRAW
. REVILO
happi n e s s
will weigh
will way
will whey
HIJKLMNO
twinkle
twinkle

PUZZLE ANAGRAMS
The words of each give a clue to
the solution
e g Snooze alarms ----- Alas no
more z s
Presbyterian
Desperation
George Bush
Animosity
Lies let s recount
Mother-in-law
I m a dot in place
The Earthquakes
Solutions in the June edition

Solutions to April’s puzzle

Adding a letter
Plait
Pride
Wooed
Proof
Ideal
Tramp

Can you solve these?
members of a jury
men on a dead man s chest
holes on a golf course
books of the Old Testament
squares on a chess board
trombones led the big
parade
degrees in a circle
years in a millennium

The added letters make
PROFIT

Please let me know if you are a ‘puzzle author'. We would love to hear
from you so that we can add to our variety of puzzles. Ed
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Please take the time to take a look at the wide range of
services that our advertisers have to offer. Without their
generosity and support we would be unable to offer
Grapevine free of charge.
Inclusion of any advert in Grapevine does not imply any
recommendation or endorsement, but please do
support our advertisers whenever you can.
Sue Robinson
Editor

LIZ’S VEG
NICOL AVENUE WOOLSTON WA DL
(off Woolston Grange Avenue,
near Moss Farm)

Veg boxes from

Help Padgate Library thrive
Join our friendly group at
friendsofpadgatelibrary@gmail.com

Boxes can be made to personal
requirements

Follow us on
Facebook or Twitter (@OfPadgate)

We have been chosen as a Co-op
Local Cause
of products and
services bought by members
goes to these local causes
Please go online at coop.co.uk/
membership. Money raised will go
towards our community activities
Thank you

Local delivery fee of only p
Open: Wed - Sat inc. . - . pm
Sunday . - . pm
Call in or phone Liz for details
Phone
Thank you
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ADVERTISE HERE

TAPS PLUMBING

Have you thought about
advertising in Grapevine?

All drips leaks
and installations

Grapevine reaches homes in the
Padgate area and beyond,
ten times a year.

No call-out fee
Free estimates

For more details contact:Sue Robinson
grapevine@christchurchpadgate.co.uk

or
Debbie Jacques

Call Kit on:

finance@christchurchpadgate.co.uk

or

NIKOLAISEN LANDSCAPES
T ee
Fe ce
T f
A fca Ga
P
Ga de Ma e a ce

F
Q
F
G a a
E

LOCAL: 51 PASTURE LANE,
PADGATE
Ca Pa

07757216497
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Registered Charity:

Your Association is here to improve
the Longbarn estate
LRA’s aim is to bring the people of the Longbarn community together is
open to all residents of the Longbarn area, and represents the interests
of residents in such matters as local planning and development traffic
and parking maintenance of trees shrubs and bushes communal
facilities tackle litter and nuisance and the general improvement of our
community - working to make Longbarn a good and better place to live.
AND, it doesn’t cost residents a penny.
Residents’ meetings are held every six weeks at Padgate Village Club
News and details of our activities may be found on our website
longbarnra.co.uk . Contact us on
and leave a message
And do join us on Facebook for all the latest news which affects and may
entertain you
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU SOON ~ PLEASE JOIN IN AND HELP
YOUR FRIENDS AND NEIGHBOURS TO ‘LOVE WHERE YOU LIVE’.

“Working together for our Community”
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Fix It –
Handy Man Services –
No job too small
M

,

a

a

,

- 40 a ’
a
a
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,

Any odd jobs around the home or office
Gutters cleaned/repaired/renewed
Garden walls built and repaired
Garden sheds re-felted
Flat Packs IKEA, BnQ, etc erected
Showers/Baths resealed
Joinery
Patio/drives jet washed
Garden gates supplied and fitted
Contact Wayne on:
or
Email: waylesbury googlemail.com
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FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION

T: 01925 242600

E:

@

.GILLIGANANDCO.CO.UK
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THE STAIN BUSTERS
Your domestic carpets ready to use in ONE hour

Carpets, upholstery, curtains where they hang!
Mattresses and Leather
3

2 Ca

C a

10% of f with this magazine for jobs
£100 and over

Call your local specialist John Latham

Approved Carpet Cleaners for Hancock and Wood

PADGATE BASED - CALL TODAY FOR A QUOTE
Phone: 01925 852088
Mobile: 0776 5314 080 (anytime)
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Join thousands of people over in Warrington who are living life
to the full with LifeTime. With more than activities to
enjoy, there is something for everyone:
IT suite
Music and dance
Hobbies and games
Arts and crafts
Days out
Welcoming Café

Pop into LifeTime in The Gateway Sankey Street WA
www lifetimegateway org uk

Twitter

LifeTimeGateway

Facebook LifeTime Warrington
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Hai Sal n

PADGATE COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION
Station Road
Padgate

Now offer
micro and nano ring extensions

ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR HIRE
for
Parties, Christenings,
Weddings.Funerals, etc.

Prices from:
Cut n blow
Dry cut
Colours from
Inc cut n blow

Excellent catering
and
Licensed Bar facilities
Please contact Jane on :

a Station Rd North
Fearnhead

Mobile: 07934852747

Email: pyccentre@gmail.com
Landline: 01925 812368

ROUGHLE

S

stonemasons
East Lodge
Warrington Cemetery
Manchester Road
Warrington
WA1 3BG
Tel: 01925 635109
Tel/Fax: 01925 635100
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Safeguarding at Christ Church
Christ Church Padgate takes its duty
and obligation to protect all
extremely seriously We have
adopted the national Church of
England s robust procedures and
guidelines You can find out more
about the national policies and
procedures at

www.churchofengland.org/
safeguarding
If you have any safeguarding
concerns or issues on a
safeguarding matter then you can
find useful contact information at
http://www.liverpool.anglican.org/
safeguarding

e-contacts
Our email addresses for the following roles at Christ Church
Treasurer
finance christchurchpadgate co uk
Weekly Bulletin bulletin christchurchpadgate co uk
Grapevine Editor grapevine christchurchpadgate co uk
Facebook
facebook christchurchpadgate co uk
Using these addresses will mean that at holiday times etc messages can
be redirected appropriately

F d

L e
Visit us at:

Twitter - @PadgateChurch
Web page - www.ccpadgate.co.uk
Youtube - search for Christ Church
Padgate

Facebook - Christ Church Padgate
Deanery Facebook- Warrington
Deanery News and Events

G ea
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Ama on Smile

just check that near the top of the
page you get the message
Christ Church is registered for
“Supporting: Christ Church Padgate
AmazonSmile which means you can Pcc”) then log-in with your usual
donate as you shop just visit
Amazon account details then
https://smile.amazon.co.uk/
everything works the same as the
ch/
regular Amazon site Thank you
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WHO’S WHO
Ministers

All the people of Christ Church

Priest

Revd Neil Shaw
Station Road WA

PD

e-mail: rev.ngs

gmail.com

Reader

Alan Clayton

Oban Grove

Churchwardens

Vacancy

Vacancy
PCC Secretary

Jill Perfect

Solway Close

Treasurer

Debbie Jacques

Organist
Verger

John Baguley
Bob Higham

Gift Aid Secretary

Ruth Waterfield

Grapevine Editor

Sue Robinson

Grapevine Distribution Wendy Thomas

Sage Close
Whitchurch Close
St Bridget’s Close
Burnet Close

Westbury Close

Weekly Bulletin
Safeguarding

Louise Appleby
Susan Kirby
Fearnhead Lane

Safety Officer

Alwyn Stapleton

Electoral Roll Officer

Dave Perfect

Solway Close

CHRIST CHURCH CHURCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOL
Head Teacher
Ian Williams
CONTACTS FOR CHURCH ORGANISATIONS
Choir
Servers
Mothers’ Union

Pete Waterfield
Rhiannon Lawrence
Sandra Bryers
Beverley Fearn

Men’s Society
face faith
Guides Brownies Rainbows
Scouts Cubs Beavers
The Children’s Society
Fellowship Group
Friends of Christ Church Graveyard

Alf Clark
Louise Appleby
Mavis Lowe
Doug Berry
Olive Johnson
Beverley Fearn
Ruth Waterfield
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Take care everyone.
Look after yourselves
and one another.

I think that I’ve managed to work through this whole edition without
using the dreaded word _N_R_C_D_N_E_ !
(Ed)

